I. INTRODUCTION
The pi-meson capture process (tr/VS) has long been considered an important reaction to examine and understand.
One reason for its importance is that at low pion energies it is the dominant cornponent of the reaction cross section, and is thus an essential ingredient to an understanding of pinucleus interactions. In a more speculative vein, the reaction has often been proposed as a source of information on short-range correlations in nuclei, since the two nucleons are released with rather large relative momentum ()0.8 GeV/c).
Unfortunately, in spite of interest in this reaction, there exists so far rather little experimental data appropriate for direct comparisons with theory. This situation arises primarily from the lack, until recently, of high quality pion beams, the rather small cross section for the reaction, and the necessity of detecting relatively high energy nu- Fig. 1(a) In order to examine the origin of the shape of the curves in Fig. 1(a This result, assuming a spectroscopic factor of unity, is plotted in Fig. 2 (Fig. 4) A169, 540 (1971) .
